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The Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) is created in high energy heavy ion
collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). This medium is transparent to electromagnetic
probes but nearly opaque to colored probes. Hard partons produced early
in the collision fragment and hadronize into a collimated spray of particles
called a jet. The partons lose energy as they traverse the medium, a pro-
cess called jet quenching. Most of the lost energy is still correlated with
the parent parton, contributing to particle production at larger angles and
lower momenta relative to the parent parton than in proton-proton colli-
sions. This partonic energy loss can be measured through several observ-
ables, each of which give different insights into the degree and mechanism
of energy loss. The measurements to date are summarized and the path
forward is discussed.
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1 Introduction
The QGP produced in high energy nuclear collisions is transparent to electromagnetic
probes but nearly opaque to colored probes. Hard partons which traverse the medium
lose a large fraction of their energy through a combination of bremsstrahlung and col-
lisional energy loss, a process called jet quenching. These hard partons then fragment
into a collimated spray of particles called a jet. The lost energy partially retains its
correlation with the parent parton, although it is slightly further from the jet axis on
average than it would have been without interactions with the medium. In (1) we
reviewed the evidence for jet quenching in a QGP, which is in qualitative agreement
with partonic energy loss and concomittant broadening of the jet and softening of the
distribution of final state partons.
The question now is how to use our extensive measurements to quantitatively
determine the properties of the medium. There are recent investigations of alternate
observables to see if these may be more sensitive to the properties of the medium.
However, the field also needs to investigate the impact of experimental techniques on
the sensitivity of various measurements and possible biases introduced by these meth-
ods. This process began in a research workshop on the Definition of Jets in a Large
Background (2). There are also extensive efforts underway by the JETSCAPE collab-
oration (3) to provide a framework which incorporates both partonic energy loss and
a realistic medium, to be followed by a Bayesian analysis comparing measurements
to these models to optimize our constraints of medium properties.
2 Summary of measurements of jets
In (1) we divided evidence for jet quenching into evidence that there is energy loss and
evidence that this energy is redistributed slightly further from the jet axis. Partonic
energy loss can be observed through the measurement of the nuclear modification
factor
RAA =
σNN
〈Nbin〉
d2NAA/dpTdη
d2σpp/dpTdη
(1)
where pT is the transverse momentum, 〈Nbin〉 is the average number of binary nucleon-
nucleon collisions for a given range of impact parameter, σNN is the integrated
nucleon-nucleon cross section, and η is the pseudorapidity. NAA and σpp in this con-
text are the yield in AA collision and cross section in p+p collisions for a particular
observable. The high pT particle cross-section should scale with the number of binary
collisions and therefore RAA = 1 if nucleus-nucleus collisions were simply a superposi-
tion of nucleon-nucleon collisions. An RAA < 1 indicates suppression and an RAA > 1
indicates enhancement. The single hadron RAA is observed to be signficantly sup-
pressed both at at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) (4; 5; 6) and the Large
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Hadron Collider (LHC) (7; 8; 9). Similar results are observed for the RAA of recon-
structed jets (10; 11; 12) and through a number of other observables (13; 14; 15; 16).
The lost energy on average retains some correlation with the jet axis, with bremsstrahlung
and radiative energy loss leading to a slightly broader jet with lower momentum con-
stituents on average. This can be quantified by directly measuring the fragmentation
function, the momentum distribution of particles in jets, which is indeed observed
to be slightly softer (17; 18; 19; 20). It can also be measured through other observ-
ables (21; 22; 23; 24; 25), which lead to qualitatively consistent results. Recently, a
number of other observables have been explored to attempt to identify those which
are most sensitive to the medium (26; 27; 28). It is not yet clear whether any of these
observables are more sensitive to the properties of the medium and, if so, which are
most sensitive.
3 How to move forward
Overall, there are extensive measurements which, in principle, could constrain the-
oretical models for jet quenching. However, so far there has only been one detailed
comparison between single particle RAA and a range of models done by the JET
collaboration to constrain the jet transport coefficient qˆ = Q2/L, where L is the
path-length traversed and Q is the transverse momentum lost to the medium (29).
Detailed comparisons between theory and experiment so far have been limited by a
mismatch between what theoretical calculations can predict and what experiments
can measure. To move forward, we need to make sure that we fully understand the
impact of the background and possible biases in measurements, we need to view mea-
surements comprehensively rather than in isolation, and we need to seriously evaluate
which observables are most sensitive to the properties of the medium to guide future
studies.
Jets are complicated and their definition is non-trivial, even in the absence of
a large background. The Snowmass Accord was essential in order to quantitatively
understand jet production in elemenary collisions and stipulated that theorists and
experimentalistis must use the same jet finder (30). The jet finder effectively defines
the jet. The experimental techniques used in heavy ion collisions which impose strong
biases may therefore be understood as part of the definition of the jet. A workshop
was held at Brookhaven National Laboratory to attempt to come to an agreement
on the definition of jets in a large background (2), to be followed by a position paper
outlining points of agreement in the field.
Furthermore, experimental techniques may lead to biases in the population of jets.
Measurements in heavy ion collisions generally focus on narrow jets and the back-
ground may be suppressed by selecting jets which fragment into higher momentum
hadrons. Since quark jets are narrower and fragment harder than gluon jets (31; 32),
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this explicitly favors reconstruction of quark jets over gluon jets. This may also select
jets which have interacted less with the medium. Interactions with the medium may
also lead to large differences in the degree of modification with changing momentum.
Therefore each measurement needs to be interpreted as a piece of the puzzle rather
than being viewed in isolation.
Finally, while the search for new observables is promising, it is still unclear which
observables are best. Many observables are sensitive to the same effects and therefore
to the same medium properties. The most useful observables for constraining the
properties of the medium may not be novel but rather straightforward observables
which can be measured to high precision.
Work by the JETSCAPE collaboration will be key for answering all of these
questions. JETSCAPE is developing a framework which incorporates with both a
realistic medium and realistic partonic energy loss in Monte Carlo models. It will
be possible to fully implement experimental techniques in the JETSCAPE Monte
Carlo models so that biases from the experimental technique can be reproduced in
the theory. The JETSCAPE Monte Carlo models will subsequently be used for a
systematic comparison to multiple measurements at once using a Bayesian analysis
similar to those done for bulk observables (33; 34), allowing quantitative constraints
of the properties of the medium using measurements of jets. This can also be used to
test the impact of background subtraction methods and determine which observables
are most sensitive to the properties of the medium.
4 Conclusions
The field has amassed a wide range of evidence for jet quenching and this evidence
is in qualitative agreement with most models. So far, however, there have been few
quantitative constraints on the properties of the medium from these measurements.
Quantitative constraints require acknowledging the limitations of measurements to
date, including biases and the possible impact of background. This will be aided
significantly by the efforts of the JETSCAPE collaboration.
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